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1 Introduction

Palaeomagnetism, as a generic term for several sub-disciplines in geomagnetism (e.g., magnetostratigraphy, apparent polar wander, archaeomagnetism), is an essential part of geosciences. Its outstanding impact on geosciences in general and on the development of the model of plate tectonics in particular is widely appreciated. Rock magnetism (environmental magnetism) became famous in Quaternary research after its successful application as magnetic susceptibility stratigraphy for indirect dating of Asian loess deposits and their correlation to the global ice volume record.


Field methods as well as laboratory methods and techniques in data analysis will not be discussed here. For these topics we refer to textbooks (e.g., Collinson 1983; Butler 1992).

This paper does not want to appear as a textbook in miniature. The aim of this paper is to give a short overview on palaeomagnetism and magnetic susceptibility stratigraphy as dating tools in Quaternary science and to draw the reader’s attention to the possibilities and problems of the methods.

2 The Earth’s magnetic field

Our planet is surrounded by a magnetic field. The intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field (EMF) on its surface is extremely weak (30.000 – 60.000 *10⁻⁹ (nano) Tesla) compared with technically used magnetic fields. It is, for example, several hundred times weaker than the field between the poles of a toy horseshoe magnet (Jacobs 1994). Monitoring the EMF in observatories all over the world during the last 400 years demonstrates its dominant dipole character. This dipole is inclined by about 10° against the rotation axis of the Earth (Fig. 1) today. The main elements (components) of the geomagnetic field vector are declination (D) and inclination (I) measured in degrees, the intensity of the total field (F) described by the horizontal component (H) and the vertical component (Z) pointing downwards into the Earth on the northern hemisphere (Fig. 2a). Declination describes the deviation of a compass needle (magnetic north) from true (geographic) north. Inclination is the angle between the horizontal plane and the total field vector, measured positive into the Earth.

At the magnetic poles, the magnetic needle of an inclinometer points vertically; the horizontal intensity is zero, while total intensity reaches the maximum. At the magnetic equator, the
inclination is zero and the horizontal component is about half of the intensity at the pole. Accordingly, inclination as well as F, H and Z depend on the geographic latitude (Fig. 2b).

The elements of the geomagnetic field vary on time scales ranging from days to tens of millions of years owing to complex magneto-hydrodynamic processes that generate the geodynamo in the outer liquid core of the earth. The extent of these temporal changes is dependent upon the location on Earth due to non-dipole sources of the EMF. In terms of directional changes with time, we have to differentiate between three features: the most prominent is called geomagnetic polarity reversal, meaning a 180° flip of declination and a change of sign of the inclination (Fig. 3), i.e. the dipole would point to the geographic North Pole in Figure 1. The duration of such a transition is in the order of $10^3$ to $10^4$ years. Superimposed to this relatively abrupt and large change during a reversal, is a background variability of angular variation (10-30°) called secular variation (SV). This movement of the geomagnetic elements occurs on time scales from 1 to $10^3$ years. The third feature is called geomagnetic excursion. This describes an incomplete reversal or a short time interval of anomalously high secular variation (more than 30°). This phenomenon is not fully understood at present. The strength of the field vector (intensity) varies with time on the same time scales, but the long-term behaviour is not well understood, because the little data that is available is also poor. Secular variation of intensity is in the order of ± 50 % of the present field strength, while during excursions and reversals a strong decay in intensity down to about 10 % of the present intensity is observed (Merrill et al. 1996). Palaeointensity is much more difficult to measure and its palaeomagnetic determination needs more complicated procedures than determination of palaeodirection. While measurements of the palaeofield direction are quick and applicable to most kinds of rocks, special conditions are needed for a successful determination of the absolute palaeointensity.

It is the main task of palaeomagnetism to identify the ancient geomagnetic direction and in-
tensity at the moment of formation of the rocks under investigation and to derive a chronology of temporal changes of these elements. This knowledge of the temporal geomagnetic field in the past offers chronometric possibilities on various geologic time scales. For chronological investigations, the use of quite short-lasting subchrons or even magnetic excursions is more effective than the use of chrons. In the following chapters, we will give examples and simple explanations for the use of the temporal change of elements of the geomagnetic field as dating tools in Quaternary research. In doing so, we will focus on examples from continental sedimentary archives and archaeomagnetic studies.

For a deepened insight on palaeomagnetism see, for example, Butler (1992) and on the temporal characteristics of the geomagnetic field we refer to Channell et al. (2004a), Gubbins (2008) and Jacobs (1994).

3 Remanence acquisition

All information carried by the main elements of the geomagnetic field described above can be stored in almost every rock type and up to ages of more than billions of years. The carriers of the magnetic memory in rocks are ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic minerals. These are iron minerals, exclusively iron oxides/hydroxides.
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...and sulphides, with special lattice properties that enable the storage of magnetic information over geological time at ambient temperature. For simplicity, we will call them magnetic minerals in the following (sensu strictu). We will give only a short introduction into the processes responsible for remanence acquisition. For a detailed description, we refer to the literature mentioned above (e.g., Butler 1992).

3.1 Magmatic rocks

In magmatic rocks, as well as in heated archaeological materials, a so-called thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) or thermoremanence carries the ancient signal of the EMF. A TRM is produced by cooling to temperatures below the Curie temperature (CT) in the presence of a magnetic field. The CT is a mineral specific temperature, generally lower than 700°C, below which the minerals become magnetic. The TRM at surface temperature can be stable over geological time and resistant to magnetic fields after original cooling. Best long-term recorders are flood basalt provinces with long-lasting volcanic activity such as the Deccan traps in India (Courtillot et al. 1986) or volcanites on Gran Canaria (Leonhardt et al. 2002). In case of rapid and frequent eruptions, it is even possible to record a complete change of polarity (Leonhardt et al. 2002; Leonhardt & Soffel 2002). A TRM can also be the result of a metamorphic overprint, if the reached temperatures and/or time spans are sufficient.

3.2 Archaeological materials

Because rapid cooling of lava flows takes place on time scales of hours to years, a lava flow provides a spot reading of the EMF elements, which is stored as the TRM. The same happens when a hearth, oven, kiln or any other artificially fired structure is heated and cooled down in the EMF. They will obtain a TRM parallel to the EMF. For soil, clay or loam, apart from detrital or diagenetic Fe-bearing minerals, new magnetic minerals are formed under the influence of fire and hence the magnetism of the material is considerably enhanced (Le Borgne 1955). The TRM carried by young lavas or archaeological material is normally very stable and only minor secondary magnetisation components are observed.

3.3 Sediments

Sediments are able to record information about the EMF by a depositional process called acquisition of post-depositional remanent magnetisation (PDRM). During deposition and diagenesis, detrital magnetic minerals may become aligned parallel to the EMF and the sediment acquires the primary PDRM. Most of the detrital minerals involved in this process acquired their primary magnetic moment by thermal processes and carry therefore a stable TRM. In comparison to the thermal remanent magnetisation described earlier, the PDRM is normally less intensive and stable (for fundamentals see e.g., Hamano (1980) and Tucker (1980)). There are several processes that may weaken the primary (quasi-synsedimentary) magnetisation, for example bioturbation, compaction or alteration of magnetic minerals by changing chemical environments. As described by several authors (e.g., Bleil & von Dobeneck 1999; Evans & Heller 2003; Roberts & Winklhofer 2004) the most effective handicap against recording of short lasting subchrons is the lock-in mechanism. This mechanism describes the fixing of the magnetic remanence in sediments. Remanence locking does not happen immediately during deposition at or near to the sediment water interface, but needs a specific amount of sediment (lock-in depth) superposed to force dewatering, which in turn hinders grain rotation. The required lock-in time in case of fine grained clastics varies depending on grain size and sedimentation rate and was found to be in the order of 150 years in lake sediments with high sedimentation rates (Stockhausen 1998). Due to this process, it may happen that the lock-in depth (height of sediment necessary to fix magnetic remanence) needs more time to be collected than a subchron lasts. In that case, such a subchron may be entirely suppressed or masked. This is even more valid for the shorter
excursions of the magnetic field, which - if recorded and well dated - are excellent time markers.

The precipitation and growth of magnetic minerals during diagenesis and weathering is also an important process of remanence acquisition. This chemical process may lead to a stable so-called chemical remanent magnetisation (CRM). A CRM may occur in all kind of rocks at any time, if the environmental conditions are appropriate.

4 Methods in palaeomagnetic dating

Palaeomagnetic dating includes all approaches dealing with the temporal variation of the direction as well as with the intensity of the EMF on time scales from $10^2$ to $10^7$ years. On time scales of only a few million years, the well-known temporal pattern of reversals of the EMF provides an excellent tool for the subdivision of sedimentary sequences as well as volcanic rocks. Short-lived changes of the EMF (in the order of $10^3$ years) in direction and intensity are called geomagnetic excursions, as stated above. If their chronology is known, they are perfect time markers, especially in sequences that are hardly datable by other methods. Records of the intensity variations of the EMF retrieved from sediments (relative palaeointensity), volcanic rocks and archaeological items (absolute palaeointensity) may also serve as dating tools and their application in stratigraphic studies is continuously increasing.

4.1 Magnetic polarity stratigraphy

Magnetic polarity stratigraphy or magnetostratigraphy is based on the temporal pattern of the reversals of the EMF as documented in the geomagnetic polarity timescale (GPTS). In the 1960s, it was found that sea floor spreading at mid-ocean ridges led to the characteristic bilateral symmetric ‘stripes’ of normal and reversed polarised oceanic crust. This pattern is measurable by ship based magnetometers and provides the basis for the GPTS (e.g., Cox et al. 1967). The GPTS serves as the main ‘levelling rule’ for the magnetic polarity stratigraphy from the recent back to the Early Jurassic (Fig. 4, 5). Magnetic polarity stratigraphy is one of the excellent and independent tools (among others, e.g., oxygen isotope stratigraphy and orbitally tuned cyclo-stratigraphy) available for retrieving chronometric information, especially from sedimentary sequences. Magnetic polarity stratigraphy capitalises on the fact that the polarity of the EMF is recorded in rocks shortly after deposition. A distinction is drawn between chron (10$^5$ – 10$^7$ years duration) and subchrons (10$^4$ – 10$^5$ years long). The first four chron are usually named after famous geomagnetists (Brunhes, Matuyama, Gauss, Gilbert) and subchrons are named after the geographic location of their first discovery (Jaramillo, Olduvai). Both chron and subchrons are helpful time markers, if recorded and classifiable (Channell et al. 2004a, Fig. 5). The chronologic system used in magnetostratigraphy was determined simultaneously with its development. A GPTS (Fig. 5) labelled with names was originally based on magnetic remanence data from continental volcanic sequences dated with K-Ar ages and it is mainly used in investigations of Quaternary and Early Tertiary rocks (Cox et al. 1967; Mankinen & Dalrymple 1979). In contrast, a GPTS with a numerical system, based on the scheme used for labelling the marine magnetic anomalies, is used for roughly the last 160 Ma, the time span with substantial portions of oceanic crust remaining in ocean basins (Cande & Kent 1995). The magnetic field anomalies are interpreted to be due to reversals of the geomagnetic field as recorded in the rocks of the oceanic crust (Fig. 4). A more detailed discussion about the nomenclature and evolution of the different GPTSs in use can be found e.g. in Jacobs (1994), McElhinny & McFadden (2000) or Opdyke & Channell (1996). Combining GPTS and Milankovitch climate cyclicity improved application and led to a powerful geochronometer called the astronomical polarity timescale (APTS). APTS has improved accuracy of chronology for the Pliocene and Pleistocene and is now even used for calibrating high-precision radiometric dating (e.g., Bassinot et al. 1994; Kent 1999).
Fig. 4: Sea floor spreading at mid-ocean ridges leads to the characteristic bilateral symmetric ‘stripes’ of normal and reversed polarised oceanic crust. This pattern is measurable by ship-based magnetometers and provided the basis for the Geomagnetic Polarity Time Scale (GPTS). The GPTS serves as the ‘levelling rule’ for the magnetic polarity stratigraphy. From HAMBACH & KRUMSIEK (2000).


4.1.1 Magnetic polarity stratigraphy in sedimentary archives

With respect to sediments, the situation is generally complex. Firstly, in limnic and marine sediments, conditions for recording the complete succession of changes in the EMF prevail frequently (CHANNELL 1999; CLEMENT & KENT 1987; FRANK et al. 2007; NOWACZYK et al. 1994), in contrast to fluvial continental sedimentation, which is very often far from being continuous. In their milestone publication about Chinese loess, HELLER & LIU (1982) were able to demonstrate the great potential of Quaternary continental sediments for magnetostratigraphy. This was the starting point for a great variety of studies in Quaternary sediments all over the world (e.g., LANGERREIS et al. 1997; ROLPH 1993; RÖSLER et al. 1997; WORM et al. 1998; see textbooks by EVANS & HELLER 2003 and OPDYKE & CHANNELL 1996). Secondly, remanence lock-in of sediments (see chapter 3.1) does not happen immediately after deposition but needs a specific amount of sediment superposed to force dewatering (e.g., BLEIL & VON DORNECK 1999; BUTLER 1992; EVANS & HELLER 2003; TAUXE 1998).

In the following, we will discuss some exemplary studies in which magnetic polarity stratigraphy was successfully applied to continental sediments. Though there have been many attempts to date Quaternary sediments with...
by palaeomagnetic methods in the last decades, the success story of magnetic polarity dating in continental Quaternary sequences started with the seminal work of Friedrich Heller and Tung-Sheng Liu assigning the Chinese loess to the Quaternary time table and correlating it with the global ice volume record (HELLER & LIU 1982, 1984). For further reading we refer to EVANS & HELLER (2003) and HELLER & EVANS (1996).

In active orogenic belts such as the Alpine range, sedimentary sequences very often reveal only incomplete records representing short time intervals. Even though a polarity change is identified, due to the indistinguishability of magnetic polarity patterns for the last 3 million years (mainly because of negligible small tectonic movements of the European plate) the acquired data cannot be unambiguously assigned to any interval of the GPTS without further chronological information. Magnetic polarity stratigraphy on glacial sediments of the Iller-Lech-Platte showed problems in determination.

Fig. 5: The GPTS of the Quaternary is characterised by the normal Brunhes and the reversed Matuyama chron, of which the latter is interrupted by several subchrons. A record of Earth’s magnetic axial dipole moment (VDAM) temporal variations is also shown. Note that the minima in RPI go together with polarity changes and that today’s dipole moment is relatively high compared to most of the length of the Quaternary. The marine oxygen isotope record shows the evolution of the global ice volume and thus of the global climate. Data from CHANNELL et al. (2004a) [GPTS], VALET & MEYNADIER (1993) and GUYODO & VALET (1999) [relative palaeointensity, RPI] and LISIECKI & RAYMO (2005) [marine oxygen isotopes].

of palaeodirections for these sediments carrying a remanence of weak intensity and difficulties on stratigraphic interpretation due to incompleteness of the profiles. However, it was possible to find the Matuyama-Brunhes boundary in two profiles on the Zusam gravel plain and to date it to older than 780 ka (Strattner & Rolf 1995).

Worm et al. (1998) studied a more than 4 km thick succession of delta sediments from Bangladesh that was devoid of firm dating through biostratigraphy or other methods. Applying classical magnetic polarity stratigraphy, a Lower Pleistocene to Lower Pliocene age could be assigned for the whole sequence. This new and reliable age model inferred a sedimentation rate of 1.2 m ka⁻¹, which appears to be one of the highest sedimentation rates in Earth history that was sustained for millions of years.

Pleistocene fluvial sequences in the eastern part of the Pannonian Basin were studied in order to establish a palaeoclimatic framework for the region (Nador et al. 2003). Magnetostratigraphy indicates that the sediment sequences span the last 2.6 Ma without significant hiatuses (Cooke et al. 1979). Comparison of systematic variations in magnetic susceptibility with changes in grain size distribution revealed Milankovitch-scale cyclicity in sedimentation. Comparison of pollen and gastropod paleoecological data with the magnetic susceptibility proxies suggests that climate was a major allogetic control factor on the cyclicity. This study convincingly demonstrates the potential of magnetic dating techniques even in fluvial sequences, which are important palaeoclimatic archives on the continents.

The Quaternary stratigraphy of the North Sea and surrounding areas received essential support through magnetostratigraphic investigations. Maher & Hallam (2005) were able to determine stable magnetic polarities from discontinuous sediment sequences, of Plio/Pleistocene age, occurring onshore around the southern North Sea margins. The reliable palaeomagnetic polarity determinations were used, in combination with biostratigraphic data and in comparison with the GPTS, to ascribe correlations and absolute ages, which shed a new light, especially on the Quaternary stratigraphy of East Anglia.

The lower Rhine Embayment and the Rhine-Meuse-Delta in the Netherlands are complex sedimentary systems which recorded environmental changes of the Rhine catchment including even parts of the Alps (Preussner 2008). Their chronology is largely based on magnetostratigraphic studies (e.g. Boenigk & Frechen 2005; Zagwijn 1992), which provide the only time constraints especially for the Lower Pleistocene.

Magnetostratigraphic and rock magnetic investigations performed on fluvial sediments from the Ludwigshafen-Parkinsel drilling project (Upper Rhine Graben (URG), Germany) show the change from mainly locally controlled sedimentation from the graben margins to a more distinct alpine controlled sedimentation at a depth of 177 m by magnetic data (Rolf et al. 2008). Based on lithostratigraphic correlation with other sedimentary records from the URG and also based on palynological evidence, this event happened at the end of the Late Pliocene at the top of a normally polarised core interval (end of the Gauss Chron?). The well documented characteristic change in magnetomineralogy from goethite to greigite almost at the same stratigraphic level, was interpreted solely as a climatic signal, which can be correlated with the global climate change at ~2.6 Ma that is well documented in a wide range of sedimentary environments (e.g. deep-sea sediments, loess).

The chronology of early humans in Europe is intrinsically tied to the results of palaeomagnetic investigations at the excavation sites. From Dmanisi, Georgia, several findings of Homo erectus are reported from sediments containing a reversal and resting on normally polarised basalt. Supported by the faunal context, an age slightly younger than the Olduvai subchron was inferred making these human remains from Dmanisi the oldest in Eurasia (Gabunia et al. 2000). At Atapuerca, Spain, human remains (Homo erectus?) were found in cave debris that are reversely polarised. Combined bio- and magnetostratigraphy prove here
the existence of early humans already well before the Matuyama-Brunhes boundary (PARES & PEREZ-GONZALEZ 1995). Also, the age of the earliest “German”, the *Homo heidelbergensis* was constrained by palaeomagnetism. The investigation of several sedimentary units above and below the sand beds in which the jaw was found exhibit only normal polarity, assigning this beds doubtless to the Brunhes chron (HAMBACH et al. 1992; WAGNER et al. 1997).

### 4.1.2 Magnetic polarity dating of magmatic rocks

Volcanic rocks are normally stable and firm recorders of the EMF. Yet due to the relatively short duration of volcanic activities compared to quasi-continuous recorders such as sediments, the magnetic information very often only represents spot-readings of the EMF and shorter reversals were frequently not recorded. If by chance a volcano was active during the life-time of an excursion or subchron, it might be possible to identify them (see chapter 4.1.3).

The volcanic oceanic crust represents by far the most important archive for the history of the EMF, going back to about 160 Ma at least. Sea floor spreading at mid-ocean ridges led to the characteristic bilateral symmetric ‘stripes’ of normal and reversed polarised oceanic crust. This pattern is measurable by ship-based magnetometers and provided the basis for the Geomagnetic Polarity Time Scale (GPTS) (Fig. 4). The GPTS serves as the ‘levelling rule’ for the magnetic polarity stratigraphy and its development started in the sixties of the last century. The beginning, however, was the work of Allen Cox who systematically measured volcanic rocks, which were dated by the contemporaneously improved K-Ar dating techniques. His early GPTS covered only the last 5 Ma, but allowed the determination of spreading rates, which in turn lead to the extrapolation of the GPTS back to the Early Jurassic (COX et al. 1967; OPDYKE & CHANNEL 1996).

There are numerous magnetostratigraphic studies of volcanic sequences on continents. We would like to highlight the extensive work that was done on the Deccan traps in India (COURTILLOT et al. 1986). Only magnetic polarity was able to prove the unexpected short eruption interval for this immense amount of lava. In only about 1 Ma, exactly around the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, the complete succession of trap basalts were erupted and possibly contributed to the vast extinction event at the end of the Mesozoic.

LEONHARDT et al. (2002) studied a continuous series of 87 lava flows from the mid-Miocene shield basalts of Gran Canaria. The sequence covers a reversal of the EMF from reverse to normal. Intermediate directions of the field are recorded in 34 lava flows and in addition to the reversal, three excursions (see chapter 4.1.3) are recorded. The results impressively demonstrate the potential of magnetic polarity studies for temporally highly resolved volcanic sequences and their relevance for understanding the processes controlling the geodynamo. Conventional K-Ar dating techniques are unable to resolve short-lived volcanic events and very often suggest continuous volcanic activity in a given time span. Palaeomagnetic data from the Quaternary alkali basaltic volcanic field of the Perşani Mountains, Romania, revealed sites with normal, transitional (excursional) and reversed polarity (Fig. 6). The combination of K-Ar dating with palaeomagnetic polarity determinations allowed the discrimination of short-lived volcanic phases of only a few thousand years duration, well beyond the precision of K-Ar dating (PANAIOTU et al. 2004).

### 4.1.3 Geomagnetic Excursions as time markers

As discussed above, the shape of the EMF varies on time scales ranging from days to tens of millions of years. Long periodic amplitudinal and directional variations as polarity changes and even polarity transitions, as well as medium to long periodic secular variations (see chapter 4.2) are relatively well-known phenomena (MERRILL et al. 1996). However, prominent short-lived features (< 5 ka) such as magnetic polarity episodes and reversal excursions are only rarely
documented. These rare features of the EMF, so-called geomagnetic events, are characterised by large deviations from the dipole direction often associated with a low relative palaeointensity. Most of them are found in the Brunhes chron (since 780 ka ago) where several have been documented in sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The reports include short-term reversals, which probably occur globally (e.g. Blake polarity episode), and reversal excursions whose extension is possibly regionally restricted (e.g. Fram Strait episode?). The significance and interpretation of geomagnetic events, and to a certain extent even their interpretation as real manifestations of the EMF, is still open to debate (LAJ & CHANNELL, 2007). Geomagnetic excursions probably originate from incomplete reversals that employ only a polarity change in the liquid outer, but not in the solid inner core (GUBBINS 1999). Thus, the older picture of the geomagnetic field having long periods of stable polarity may not be correct; instead, the field appears to suffer many dramatic changes in direction and reduction in intensity.

The most significant progress in our understanding of temporal variations of the EMF

Fig. 6: Distribution of K-Ar ages from the Perşani Mountains, Romania. This alkali basaltic volcanic field revealed sites with normal, transitional (excursional) and reversed polarity. The individual density distributions display populations of normal, transitional (excursional) and reversed polarity sites separated (1-3, 5-6) and combined (4, 7). The combination of K-Ar dating with palaeomagnetic polarity determinations allows the discrimination of short-lived volcanic phases of only a few thousand years duration, well beyond the precision of K-Ar dating. Thin white and black bands are short lived polarity excursions (white) or subchrons (black, Matuyama). From PANAIOTU et al. (2004).
Fig. 7: Records of geomagnetic excursions and palaeointensity during the Brunhes Chron. Records are from: A) LANGEREIS et al. (1997), B) LUND et al. (2006), C) CHANNELL et al. (2004b), D) GUYODO & VALET (1999), and E) Geomagnetic Instability Time Scale (GITS) based on $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar dated volcanic rocks plus excursions in marine sediment cores that have been dated via continuous oxygen isotope-based astrochronology (e.g. CHANNELL et al. 2004a). Redrawn from SINGER et al. (2008).

during the last decade stems from marine sedimentary records. This comes from relative palaeointensity curves in particular (see chapter 4.3), but some directional records also suggest that the processes that generate the EMF are highly dynamic and that temporal variations occur on a much shorter time scale than previously thought possible (GUYODO & VALET 1999; LUND et al. 2006; NOWACZYK et al. 1994). However, while changes of the virtual axial dipole moment (VADM) account for the global nature of apparently most of the (relative) minima of the relative palaeointensity variations, not all geomagnetic events or excursions in the Brunhes chron could be traced globally (Fig. 7). Nevertheless, combined evidence suggest that at least 10 polarity events or excursions exist in the Brunhes chron, which are often not primarily preserved and/or diagenetically overprinted in most of sedimentary environments due to the palaeoclimatic conditions under which they were recorded (e.g., BLEIL & VON DOBENECK 1999; LANGEREIS et al. 1997). However, an impressive record of well documented excursions has been published in the last years. LANGEREIS et al. (1997) gave a thorough review of Brunhes age excursions and reported several new ones from a detailed study of an eastern Mediterranean piston core. Precisely calibrated astronomical reversal boundaries and ages for short-lived subchrons and polarity episodes in the Matuyama chron were published by HORNG et al. (2002). The Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) recovered many long sediment sequences from around the world that contain medium- to high-resolution paleomagnetic records of Brunhes ages. LUND et al. (2006) collected the evidence for 17 excursions younger than the last reversal from these records and provided accurate ages based on oxygen isotope chronostatigraphies. From a marine core off Portugal going back to 400 ka, THOUVENY et al. (2004) documented eight lows in relative palaeointensity. Four of these lows mark already well-known events and were also accompanied by directional excursions, which points to their global nature. From the ODP site 919, located in the Northern Atlantic, CHANNELL (2006) found additional evidence for four already well documented excursions of the last 250 ka. This interval contains at least five polarity episodes with global evidence. From young to old these are: Mono Lake (32-34 ka), Laschamp (40-42 ka), Blake (115-120 ka), Icelandic Basin (~185 ka) and Pringle Falls (205-225 ka) (CHANNELL 2006). In recent years, Brad Singer pointed out the instability of the dominant normal polarity of the Brunhes chron. Singer and his co-workers applied precise 40Ar/39Ar isochron dating on volcanic rocks containing excursional palaeomagnetic records. Combining their data with records from sediments, they constructed a Geomagnetic Instability Time Scale (GITS) for the Brunhes Chron (SINGER et al. 2008, Fig. 7).

Geomagnetic excursions have even been reported from loess profiles. The earliest evidence dates back to the seventies and was later confirmed by numerous papers published in the mid 1990s (e.g., REINDERS & HAMBACH 1995, and references therein; EVANS & HELLER 2001, for review and further reading). Recently, PILIPENKO et al. (2006) and ZHU et al. (2006) presented records containing excursional directions from loess sections in the Ukraine and the Chinese loess plateau, proving that even loess units can record short-term features of the EMF. We will not provide any listing of Brunhes excursions that could be useful stratigraphic markers, because their exact ages and timing as well as their global or only regional nature are still under debate. Therefore, we would like to draw the reader’s attention to some recently published papers (e.g., CHANNELL 2006; LUND et al. 2006; SINGER et al. 2008) and we encourage them to follow the forthcoming relevant publications.

In the context of geomagnetic excursions, the possible link between climate and EMF is being increasingly addressed. Already WORM (1997) suggested “a link between geomagnetic reversals and events and glaciations” following the observation of a concomitant incidence of geomagnetic polarity events and sediments indicating periods of cold climate. The occurrence of excursions and reversals with the obliquity signal of the Earth’s orbit was tested by FULLER (2006). His results have shown that
the strongest minima in the palaeomagnetic intensity records correlate with obliquity minima and suggest that precession provides some power to the geodynamo. In their study of a well dated marine core off Portugal, Thouveny et al. (2004) made the interesting observation that relative palaeointensity lows often coincide with the end of interglacial or interstadial stages. They found, furthermore, a dominant period in the relative palaeointensity record of about 100 ka and a phase shift between the δ¹⁸O and the relative palaeointensity record in the order of 18 ka. Both findings may suggest the dependence of Earth’s climate system and EMF upon the same driving process. However, possible interactions between the Earth’s climate system, the geodynamo and solar activity can presently not be proven. Further evidence and models have to be awaited. The papers of Courtillot et al. (2007) and Fuller (2006) give an up-to-date summary of the current state of discussion.

4.2 Secular variation

The shortest with palaeomagnetic techniques resolvable temporal variation of the EMF is a lower angular variation (10-30°) called secular variation (SV) occurring on time scales from 1 to 10³ years. The SV of the EMF provides insight into processes in the outer liquid core of the Earth. Therefore, considerable effort has been undertaken to map the palaeomagnetic SV with high temporal resolution over long time-intervals from sites all over the world (e.g., Lund 1996; Stockhausen 1998). However, even for a relatively large area such as Europe, only few records exist that are considerable longer than the Holocene, or extend into the early Upper Pleistocene (Brandt et al. 1999; Thouveny et al. 1990).

SV is observed today by magnetic observatories, which are spread over the globe as well as by satellites, i.e. CHAMP or OERSTEDT (Olsen et al. 2006). Historic measurements of SV go back in time only 400 years (Jackson et al. 2000), whereas archaeomagnetic data cover the past two or three millennia for Europe (De Marco et al. 2008a; Gallet et al. 2002; Gómez-Paccard et al. 2006a, b; Marton & Ferencz 2006; Schnepp & Lanos 2005, 2006; Téma et al. 2006; Zananiri et al. 2007) and for America (Bowles et al. 2002, Sternberg 1989) and go back about 8000 years for a few places, i.e. Bulgaria (Kovacheva et al. 1998) (Fig. 9). Secular variation master curves have been obtained from many places on Earth with a broad range of time resolution and directional fidelity. An overview of the data sets obtained for the past 7000 years was given by (Korte et al. 2005). Well-defined archaeomagnetic secular variation curves have time resolutions in the order of 50-100 years. SV data from sediments often cover much longer time intervals, but here the time resolution as well as preciseness of the direction is lower (Fig. 8). While the so-called archaeomagnetic dating, which is also possible for lavas (Tanguy et al. 2003), provides a date with error margins (Lanos 2004; Le Goff et al. 2002), SV dating for lake sediments uses wiggle matching in order to correlate sedimentary profiles.

4.2.1 Dating with secular variation

Dating with secular variation (SV) is possible on time scales from decades to millennia for the past 50 ka. It can be applied to young volcanic rocks, lake sediments with high sedimentation rates, baked in-situ archaeological structures and, with limitations, to displaced ceramic material. The dating process depends strongly on the material to be dated. Continuous data series obtained from sediments require wiggle matching techniques in order to replace depth by a time scale calibrated with SV patterns, whereas in contrast, volcanic rocks or archaeological materials provide spot readings of the direction (intensity), which allow calculation of a probability distribution of age, but does not necessarily provide a single date.

4.2.1.2 Archaeomagnetic dating

Archaeomagnetic dating uses detailed regional calibration curves with an error envelope (Fig.
This dating compares directions and intensities of unknown age against the curves and a probability distribution of age is obtained. Additional constraints (archaeological finds, stratigraphy) allow a reduction in ambiguity. Archaeomagnetic dating can be applied to in-situ fired structures and, with limitations, also to displaced material as potsherds or bricks. Whereas the polarity time scale is valid for the complete Earth, because a polarity reversal is a worldwide phenomenon, secular variations show regional patterns that cannot be transferred over very far distances (Casas & Incoronato 2007). Accordingly, a reference curve is required, which is valid for the region in which the archaeological structure was found or in which the displaced material was produced; for archaeomagnetic dating applications. Reference curves must be established first by studying the direction and/or intensity of well dated archaeological material for a certain region, before archaeomagnetic dating is possible (e.g., De Marco et al. 2008b).

Due to the lock-in mechanism in sediments mentioned above, a shift between archaeomagnetic SV variation curves and sedimentary

---

**Fig. 8:** Declination and inclination (black curves) for the past 6000 years obtained from paleomagnetic measurements of the Holzmaar sediments (Stockhausen 1998). The curves are shown in comparison with the German archaeomagnetic secular variation curve (Schnepp & Lanos 2005, see also Fig. 9, grey curves with 95% error envelope). In order to match the variation pattern, the time scale of the sediment curve was shifted by 125 years to younger dates.

**Abb. 8:** Deklination und Inklination (schwarze Kurven) der vergangenen 6000 Jahre, die aus paläomagnetischen Untersuchungen der Holzmaarsedimente gewonnen wurden (Stockhausen 1998). Die Kurven sind im Vergleich mit der deutschen archäomagnetischen Säkularvariationskurve (Schnepp & Lanos 2005, siehe auch Abb. 9, graue Kurven mit 95% Fehlerband) gezeigt. Damit die Variationsmuster der Sediment- und der archäomagnetischen Kurven zusammenpassen, wurde die Sedimentkurve um 125 Jahre zu jüngeren Altern hin verschoben.
secular variation curves is observed, which has to be taken into account, if time resolutions below 500 years are required. Besides archaeomagnetic reference curves, which are made for dating in specific regions, global models of the EMF are available (Korte & Constable 2005; Korte et al. 2005), which allow the calculation of secular variation curves for any place. The use of such model curves for dating purposes results in very uncertain ages. This has to be avoided for all regions from which no or only few data exist for the requested time interval.

4.2.1.3 Secular variation dating in sedimentary archives

In limnic and marine sediments, conditions for recording the complete succession of temporal changes of the EMF prevail frequently over diagenesis and other secondary processes. Normally, two questions are addressed before a palaeomagnetic record is analysed with respect to the underlying physical processes. Firstly, the crucial determination of a depth to time transformation to construct a well-defined time-series usually requires a multi-disciplinary approach, and several years, too. The second question addresses the nature of the record: how and when was the natural remanent magnetisation acquired; is it contemporaneous with the sedimentary matrix? If not, what is the time lag between sedimentation and remanence acquisition? In other words: is it possible to verify that a geological archive carries a record of the past variations of the EMF? Conventional techniques such as the stacking of multiple data from one lake (sedimentary environment) are used for such an evaluation. Supplementary arguments are then drawn from rock magnetic studies to construct plausibility arguments as to the origin of the stacked signal.

Warved sediments from the Eifel Maar lakes have been successfully used to retrieve reliable SV records for geomagnetic as well as for stratigraphic studies. The best record of the Holocene SV for Central Europe was derived from a thorough study of three Maar lakes from the West-Eifel (Germany) (Stockhausen 1998, see Fig. 8). Zolitschka et al. (2000) applied multiple dating methods and interlake comparison in order to establish a robust chronology for a Late Weichselian continental paleoclimate record from the Eifel Maar Lakes. Dating by means of SV serves here for the chronostratigraphic frame especially for the older part (10 – 23 ka) of the succession. Reinders et al. (submitted) presented the so far “oldest” SV record for Germany from cores of the dry Maar Jungfernweiher in the southern West Eifel Volcanic Field. The record covers the time interval from approx. 60 – 100 ka and revealed a time interval of low SV which could be used to correlate the record to the SV records of Lac du Bouchet in Central France as well as to Lago Grande de Montichio in South Italy by wiggle matching (Brandt et al. 1999; Thouveny et al. 1990).

4.3 Dating by means of relative palaeointensity records

Not only the direction, but also the intensity of the EMF at a given point at the Earth’s surface provides important information about the EMF itself. As the direction, the intensity also undergoes temporal variations. During a polarity reversal, the intensity goes down, probably to less than 10 % of the average values before or after the reversal (e.g., Jacobs 1994). The EMF also weakens dramatically (Fig. 5 and 7) during geomagnetic excursions (see chapter 4.1.3). The variation of the EMF intensity within the Brunhes normal chron is quite well-known and provides a tool for relative stratigraphic dating. Absolute palaeointensity can be determined from magmatic rocks as well as from heated archaeological materials by simulating the remanence acquisition process in the laboratory (e.g., Schnepp & Hradetzky, 1994). In sediments, however, only a relative approximation for the intensity of the EMF at the time shortly after deposition is possible. For this purpose, the determined magnetic remanence is normalised by a measure for the concentration of magnetisable minerals in the sediment (Tauxe
The result is a relative palaeointensity (RPI) record that shows variations in the order of ten thousands to thousands of years (Fig. 5). Valet & Meynadier (1993) published one of the first long RPI records, which goes back 4 Ma and covers the whole Quaternary. For the past 800 ka, Guoyodo & Valet (1999) built a stack of globally distributed marine RPI records. This synthetic intensity record (SINT 800) is the best ‘master curve’ presently available on this timescale (Fig. 5). Short-lived variations in SINT 800, however, seem to be suppressed due to the stacking process. A very detailed data set with high temporal resolution covering the last 75 ka for the North Atlantic realm (North Atlantic PalaeoIntensity Stack, NAPIS) was published by Laj et al. (2000) and was extended later on to a global stack (Global PalaeoIntensity Stack, GLOPIS, Laj et al. 2004). High-resolution reconstruction of cosmogenic nuclide concentrations along sedimentary archives is an alternative approach for documenting past magnetic field changes. This approach is being increasingly applied in the study of marine as well as ice cores (e.g. Carcaillet et al. 2004).

Recent studies of high-resolution RPI records from European loess sites contain evidence for multiple RPI lows between approximately 22 and 45 ka, including the “Mono Lake” and
“Laschamp” geomagnetic excursions. The best documented RPI record stems from an archaeological site in Krems (Austria). The age model is based on AMS radiocarbon dates from cultural layers as well as on optical stimulated luminescence dating and RPI correlation to the GLOPIS stack. The investigation of the palaeomagnetic signal resulted in a reliable and comparable RPI record (Fig. 10). This high-resolution palaeomagnetic record clearly emphasises the yet largely undiscovered but high potential of quasi-continuously deposited loess sites, which contain archaeological materials for palaeomagnetic studies (HAMBACH et al. submitted; ZEEDEN et al. 2008).

**5 Magnetic susceptibility stratigraphy**

Nowadays, magnetic properties of sediments and soils are widely used in Quaternary palaeoclimatic, as well as in geoarchaeological, research to characterise the palaeoenvironment and to indirectly date sedimentary sequences. Magnetic property variations with depth/time in sedimentary sequences are mainly climatically controlled and therefore can serve as relative dating tools if the timing of palaeoclimatic variations is known independently. Palaeomagnetism and enviromagnetism use the same physical methods and similar technologies, but deal with fundamentally differ-
ent phenomena. Palaeomagnetism is based on the fact that rocks can provide a record of the temporal variations of the EMF: Sediments may be regarded in this case as ‘tape recorders’ of the past EMF which we can decipher with palaeomagnetic methods. By knowing its temporal variations, one can indirectly date these sediments while correlating their records with ‘master curves’ (e.g., Butler 1992, Schnepp et al. 2004).

Enviromagnetism, the magnetism of sediments and soils (rock and mineral magnetism applied to environmental questions), however, describes the occurrence, abundance and properties of iron-bearing minerals in the environment: When we study the magnetic properties of sediments and soils as proxies for environmental change, we study the physical (magnetic) properties of the ‘tape’ itself and not the ‘music’, which is recorded on it (e.g., Evans & Heller 2003).

Magnetic grains, exclusively iron oxides/hydroxides and sulphides, occur virtually ubiquitously in Quaternary sediments, soils, dusts and organisms, albeit often in minor or trace concentrations. After sedimentation or reworking, they undergo diagenesis and pedogenesis when, for example, more humid conditions predominate, which is reflected in physical-chemical alterations of the sediment or soil. These alterations can also result in transformation, depletion as well as enhancement of magnetic minerals. Especially ferrimagnetic minerals react in ambient laboratory magnetic fields (measurement of magnetic susceptibility, MS) several orders of magnitude more strongly than other iron-bearing minerals. Thus, already very small amounts of magnetic minerals control the magnetic properties of sediments or soils. Furthermore, they may act as sensitive magnetic recorders of palaeoclimatic and palaeoenvironmental change. Changes in climate as well as human occupations produce changes in the environment, including sedimentary and soil-forming environments. Thus, magnetic information from a wide range of marine as well as continental sedimentary archives reflects alternating warm/humid and cold/dry climates during the Quaternary.

Therefore, MS and other magnetic parameters as functions of depth in sedimentary archives can serve as proxies for palaeoclimatic variations also on the continents and allow for a close match with the isotope records from Greenland and Antarctic ice cores as well as with all kinds of high-resolution palaeoclimatic archives on millennial scales.

Loess is by far the most important terrestrial archive that provides detailed palaeoclimatic information for the whole Quaternary and in China goes back to even the Pliocene. Heller & Liu (1984) first used magnetic susceptibility variations in Chinese loess to correlate the loess deposits to marine records. The MS variations in the loess-paleosol couplets in the Chinese loess plateau resemble the pattern of the global ice volume record with higher values in paleosols (interglacials) and lower values in loess (glacials). In China, magnetic susceptibility was found to reflect the intensity of pedogenesis, which in turn leads to enhancement of magnetic minerals in soils. However, in other parts of the world under different climatic conditions, even depletion of the magnetic fraction could be observed. Furthermore, the wind strength during dust transport and loess deposition also seems to control the magnetic mineralogy. With stronger winds, minerals with higher density such as iron oxides are enriched during aeolian transport. For a detailed discussion of these phenomena, we refer to Evans & Heller (2001, 2003).

The enhancement of magnetic minerals in loess during pedogenesis is by far the most important process that defines the magnetic properties of most loess deposits. The models that deal with the enhancement processes are essential for understanding the direct mineralogical reasons for magnetic susceptibility enhancement. The formation of ferrimagnetic minerals in the course of pedogenesis is the most important mechanism. Its rate and the equilibrium between the formation of magnetite/maghemite and other Fe-minerals are controlled by conditions in the soil environment such as temperature, moisture, pH and content of organic matter (Evans & Heller 2001). The most widely
accepted model (Chen et al. 2005; Evans & Heller 2001; Maher 1998; Thompson & Oldfield 1986) assumes alternating reducing and oxidizing conditions in the beginning, which leads to a release of Fe^{2+} from the weathering of iron minerals. For the whole process, the relevance of iron-reducing bacteria is stressed by several authors (Chen et al. 2005; Evans & Heller 2003; Maher 1998). Finally, magnetite of extremely fine grain size is formed by dehydration and is still susceptible for dissolution. Only further oxidation to maghemite results in a more stable ferrimagnetic mineral giving the palaeosols in loess their magnetic characteristics (Buggle et al. in press; Maher 1998).

Many previous investigations of loess-palaeosol sequences around the world have used MS as a basis for differentiating widespread loess and palaeosol units, correlating them regionally and relating them to the deep-sea isotope stratigraphy (e.g., Heller & Evans 1996; Evans & Heller 2001). Recently thick loess deposits from the Carpathian region were also studied using magnetic proxies. The application of the Chinese loess stratigraphical scheme (Heller & Liu 1984) necessitates a serious revision of the earlier chronostratigraphic interpreta-
tions of the loess-palaeosol sequences in the Danube basins. In Figure 11, MS records from loess sections from the Middle and Lower Danube Basin (Hungary and Serbia to Romania and Bulgaria) are presented. The more than 40 m thick loess-palaeosol sequences on the Danube banks near Batajnica, Serbia, are characterised by sharp environmental differences between high dust accumulation rates during the glacials and reduced dust fluxes in the periods of palaeosol formation (Markovic et al., submitted). The correlation of the MS record at Batajnica to other records from the region as well to the global ice volume record (Imbrie et al. 1984), leads to a revised chronostratigraphic frame that yields deposition of loess during the last five interglacial-glacial cycles. This example demonstrates on the one hand the potential of MS stratigraphy as an indirect dating tool for the Middle and Upper Pleistocene across Eurasia and on the other hand its potential for analysing the long-term environmental dynamics within the context of regional, continental and global climate changes.

6 Summary and outlook

In our overview, we pointed out the potential of the largely underdeveloped application of magnetic dating techniques in the Quaternary. Though magnetic dating is already well established for marine sediments and volcanic rocks, in terrestrial sedimentary archives and for archaeological materials, its implementation is far from exhausted. Since the early 1980s, magnetostratigraphic and magnetic susceptibility dating has been extensively applied to Asian loess sequences. However, their applications to other loess provinces around the world and to other terrestrial sedimentary archives still lacks a breakthrough. While the refinement of the geomagnetic polarity time scale for the past 200 Ma has slowed down in recent times, a new potential seems to arise from the geomagnetic instability time scale for the past few Ma. High precision $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar isochron dating now allows the correlation of geomagnetic excursions recorded in volcanic rocks with the worldwide relative palaeointensity stack of marine sequences. This provides a new and additional possibility for magnetostratigraphic dating for the Quaternary. The use of geomagnetic excursions as time markers in the Brunhes and Matuyama chron, in combination with relative palaeointensity records derived from the same archives, will open a new perspective for dating of Middle and Lower Pleistocene sequences which are hardly datable by other methods.

As the Quaternary is the first period in Earth’s history in which the climate and the biosphere are influenced by non-system players (humans), the knowledge about past climates is essential for our understanding of future climate change. Magnetic dating techniques are among the few dating methods, which can be applied to a wide range of geological archives and that can help us to decipher what happened in the past and can help improve predictions of future climate changes.

We have hopefully demonstrated the success and achievements of palaeo- and rock magnetism in earth science in general and for Quaternary research in particular and we would be very pleased, if our contribution publicises magnetic dating techniques to a broader geoscientific audience.
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